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(1863-1938) and by V. I. Nemirovich-Danchenko (1859-1943), a dramatist and novelist of some repute. The guiding principle of the new enterprise was the striving for harmonious ensembles, with the same meticulous attention paid to the details of the setting as to the acting of the leading performers. The "star" system was to be replaced by team-work of a high degree of perfection. "There are no minor parts but there are mediocre actors," was a contention of the Moscow Art Theater. Stanislavsky's enthusiasm and genius, an excellent cast, admirable stage settings designed by Russia's foremost artists, and a judiciously selected repertoire, which included plays by eminent Russian and foreign dramatists, combined to make the Moscow Art Theater an unqualified success. Its achievements have received world-wide recognition and have left an enduring imprint on dramatic art.
Modern trends—impressionism, expressionism, symbolism, cubism, and futurism—had their adherents among Russian producers and stage directors, and led to much exciting, if not uniformly successful, experimentation with the stage. Advanced theories were more readily tried by private entrepreneurs, for instance, by the talented actress and producer Vera Komissarzhevsky, and before long they invaded the imperial theaters whose honorable tradition was of necessity conservative. Several of the renowned stage designers of the modern school did their best work for the imperial theaters, and it was at the Imperial Aleksandrovsky Theater in St. Petersburg that V. E. Meyerhold, a resourceful and tireless innovator, staged some of his most striking productions. The example of St. Petersburg and Moscow was con-tagious: within a decade or two the levels of the provincial theater— from the point of view of repertoire, acting, and quality of production —was vastly improved. There was no lack of entertainment for those who found concerts, the opera, and the drama too heavy a fare. Light comedy, musical comedy, and vaudeville shows flourished on the Russian stage. Some of the companies specializing in lighter entertainment developed a genre of their own which, in later years, won considerable popularity abroad (for instance, Baliev's Chauve Souris).
The effervescence of the ballet was more sudden and perhaps more unexpected than the transformation of the other arts. First introduced in Russia in 1672, the ballet did not take firm root until a century later, when in 1779 Empress Catherine founded in St. Petersburg a ballet school modeled on that of Paris. The school, which exists to

